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1. Name of Property 
Historic name:  _Centre Avenue YMCA________________________________________ 
Other names/site number: _NA_____________________________________ 

      Name of related multiple property listing: 
      _____NA______________________________________________________ 
      (Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Location  
Street & number: _2621 Centre Avenue_________________________________________ 
City or town: _Pittsburgh___________ State: __PA________ County: _Allegheny_______  
Not For Publication:   Vicinity:  

____________________________________________________________________________ 
3. State/Federal Agency Certification   

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,  

I hereby certify that this        nomination  ___ request for determination of eligibility meets 
the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic 
Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.  

In my opinion, the property  ___  meets   ___ does not meet the National Register Criteria.  I 
recommend that this property be considered significant at the following  
level(s) of significance:      

 ___national                  ___statewide           ___local  
  Applicable National Register Criteria:  

___A             ___B           ___C           ___D         

 
    

Signature of certifying official/Title:    Date 

______________________________________________ 

State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government
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______________________________________________________________________________ 
4. National Park Service Certification  

 I hereby certify that this property is:  

       entered in the National Register  

       determined eligible for the National Register  

       determined not eligible for the National Register  

       removed from the National Register  

       other (explain:)  _____________________                                                                                    

                     
______________________________________________________________________   

Signature of the Keeper   Date of Action 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Classification 

 Ownership of Property 
 (Check as many boxes as apply.) 

Private:  
 

 Public – Local 
 

 Public – State  
 

 Public – Federal  

In my opinion, the property        meets        does not meet the National Register 
criteria.   

     

Signature of commenting official:    Date 

Title :                                     State or Federal agency/bureau 
                                                                                         or Tribal Government 
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 Category of Property 
 (Check only one box.) 

 
 Building(s) 

 
 District  

 
 Site 

 
 Structure  

 
 Object  

 Number of Resources within Property 
 (Do not include previously listed resources in the count)              

Contributing   Noncontributing 
_____1________   _____________  buildings 

_____________   _____________  sites 

_____________   _____________  structures  

_____________   _____________  objects 

_____1________   _____0_________  Total 

 Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National Register ___0______ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Function or Use  
Historic Functions 
(Enter categories from instructions.) 
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 __SOCIAL/Clubhouse_________________ 
 __RECREATION AND CULTURE/Sports facility_________________ 
 __DOMESTIC/Hotel_________________ 
 ___________________ 
 ___________________ 
 ___________________ 
 ___________________ 

Current Functions 
(Enter categories from instructions.) 

 ___DOMESTIC/Hotel________________ 
 ___Work in Progress________________ 
 ___________________ 
 ___________________ 
 ___________________ 
 ___________________ 
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 
7. Description  

 Architectural Classification  
 (Enter categories from instructions.) 
 __LATE 19TH AND EARLY 20TH CENTURY REVIVALS/Classical 
Revival_________________ 
 ___________________ 
 ___________________ 
 ___________________ 
 ___________________ 
 ___________________ 
 ___________________ 

 
Materials: (enter categories from instructions.) 
Principal exterior materials of the property: __Brick, limestone______________________ 

Narrative Description 
(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property.  Describe 
contributing and noncontributing resources if applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that 
briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style, 
method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has 
historic integrity.)   
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Summary Paragraph 

The Centre Avenue YMCA is a one-to-four-story, red-brick, Classical Revival Style building 
constructed in 1922-1923 at the northwest corner of Centre Avenue and Francis Street in the Hill 
District neighborhood of Pittsburgh. The four-story sections facing Centre Avenue and Francis 
Street form an L, three bays deep, over and around the one- and two story southwest wing which 
is terraced into the hillside. The YMCA’s primary (Centre Avenue) facade is 90’ and nine bays 
wide. Its main entrance is in the central bay in a classically-detailed limestone surround, flanked 
by Doric pilasters supporting an entablature and reached by a remodeled brick stoop with a 
double staircase. On either side of the main entrance, articulated brick piers separate window 
openings containing aluminum replacement sash. The second through fourth floors have smaller, 
regularly-spaced windows and no overt ornamentation except for decorative square panels of 
brick and stone between each window bay of the fourth floor. A strip of aluminum siding has 
replaced the original wood cornice. The building’s secondary facade, 140’ and 13 bays deep, 
faces Francis Street behind a narrow triangular plot create by the street’s angled alignment. The 
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first nine bays of the Francis Street side facade are a near-exact copy of the primary facade, and 
similar detailing continues for the remaining bays. The roof is flat. The southwest side of the site 
is a terraced hillside which includes a basketball court, asphalt-paved terrace, and mature shade 
trees. On the interior, the first floor’s original arrangement of meeting, administrative, and dining 
spaces has been remodeled several times, resulting in loss of most of its historic character. 
However, the original gymnasium and upper residential floors remain nearly as originally built, 
and the original pool is in the basement. The interior is currently undergoing a rehabilitation 
which meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Narrative Description  

Setting and Site 
The Centre Avenue YMCA occupies a trapezoidal lot at the northwest corner of Centre Avenue 
and Francis Street in the Hill District neighborhood of Pittsburgh, a little under two miles from 
the city’s central business district. Its primary facade faces Centre Avenue and its secondary 
facade stands at an angle relative to Francis Street. The four-story sections facing Centre Avenue 
and Francis Street form an L, three bays deep, over and around the one- and two story southwest 
wing which is terraced into the hillside. 
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Centre Avenue is a major thoroughfare from downtown Pittsburgh to the city’s eastern 
neighborhoods and was historically one of the major mixed-use streets through the Hill District. 
Francis Street is a predominantly residential north-south street which descends the hill before 
meeting Centre Avenue at a T intersection. Elba Street, a narrow residential street, runs parallel 
to Centre Avenue and crosses Francis Street behind the YMCA. The building’s immediate 
neighbors include three churches—Christian Tabernacle to the south on the same side of Centre 
Avenue, Warren United Methodist across Centre to the southwest, and Wesley AME across 
Francis Street to the northeast—and two mid-rise, modern-era apartment buildings, both on the 
south side of Centre. Francis Street is lined with modest two-to-three story residential buildings 
dating to the early 20th century. On the block of Elba Street behind the YMCA stand four split-
level houses dating to ca. 1960. 

The building’s rectangular footprint is 
oriented to Centre Avenue. Because Francis 
Street rises at an angle to Centre Avenue, 
there is a narrow triangular plot between 
the secondary facade and the sidewalk to 
the northeast. This is paved in concrete for 
the first 2/3 of its depth; rear of this, the site 
is enclosed in a modern aluminum picket 
fence to the building’s northernmost corner. 
Inside the fence is a former garden, 
currently overgrown. Wild vegetation 
grows at the rear of the site. 

The southwest side facade of the site is a terraced hillside which include a basketball court at 
Centre Avenue; an asphalt-paved terrace above this; and green hillside closest to the rear of the 
site. Mature shade trees overhang the basketball court and terrace, and a set of concrete stairs 
adjacent to the building connects these two areas. 

Exterior 

Primary Facade: 
The Centre Avenue YMCA’s primary (Centre Avenue) facade is 90’ and nine bays wide with a 
simple, symmetrical, Classical Revival Style design. It is set back approximately 10’ from the 
sidewalk.  Above the limestone foundation, the basement story is clad in brick to the limestone 
water table that marks the first floor. Basement window openings originally had multi-pane 
windows but are currently filled with boards or glass block. A date stone, located at the corner of 
Centre Avenue and Francis Street, is inscribed “Y.M.C.A. / CENTRE AVENUE BRANCH / 
1922.” 
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Photo 1. View west down Centre Avenue, YMCA and 
Francis Street at right
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The building’s main entrance is in the first floor 
central bay in a classically-detailed limestone 
surround, flanked by Doric pilasters supporting 
an entablature. The doors and transom are 
modern aluminum-framed commercial-style 
units. 

A remodeled brick stoop provides access to the 
entrance via two staircases, both parallel to the 
main facade. The stairs themselves and the 
stoop floor are concrete. Railings are aluminum.  

On either side of the main entrance, articulated 
brick piers separate slightly-recessed window openings. Each opening contains a large, one-over-
one double-hung aluminum window covered by a modern security grate. These windows 
replaced the original twelve-over-one wood sash on the first floor after 1980. A simple limestone 
first-floor cornice is continuous with the top of the entrance entablature. 

The second and third floors are without overt ornamentation. Each bay contains a single, small 
double-hung aluminum window with brick sill and lintel. Original windows on these floors were 
eight-over-one wood double-hung sash. 

A single row of sawtooth brick demarcates the transition to the fourth floor. Above this, the style 
and arrangement of windows are the same, but between each bay is a decorative square panel of 
stack-bond headers in a soldier-course frame with squares of limestone at the four corners.  

Immediately above the fourth-floor windows is the location of the building’s cornice. Here an 
original moulded wood cornice was removed in the mid-20th century and replaced with a strip of 
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Photo 2. Primary (Centre Avenue ) facade Photo 3. Date stone at corner of Centre Avenue and 
Francis Street

Photo 4. Main (Centre Avenue ) entrance
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aluminum siding. There is a low brick parapet with limestone coping above the cornice. The roof 
is flat. 

Secondary Facade: 
The first nine bays of the Francis Street side facade are an exact copy of the primary facade with 
only two minor differences at and around the entrance in the fifth bay: the doors themselves are 
flush steel and recessed in the limestone opening, and the immediately flanking bays each 
contain a small single-pane window instead of a large double-hung. 

Rear (north) of this, the grade rises with Francis Street. The 
building’s raised basement helps accommodate this rise in grade 
to the rear of the property. First and second floor window 
openings in the rearmost four bays are infilled with brick or glass 
block. The third and fourth floors continue to be identical to the 
primary facade, but the cornice terminates after the ninth bay. 

Southwest Side Facade: 
The southwest side facade faces the site’s terraced hillside. 
Beyond the first three bays, which are four stories and detailed 
identically to the primary facade, the building here is one to two 
stories, rising in height with the grade to the rear of the property. 
There is a raised basement, continuous with that of the primary 
facade, in the first six bays. In the seventh bay, a door leading to 
the building’s kitchen is on grade with the terrace. Window 
openings are infilled or partially infilled with brick and/or glass 
block. 

Above and beyond this lower section of the building, the inner 
facade of the four-story outer L is visible from some angles. Small 
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Photo 7. Francis Street entrance

Photo 6. Secondary (Francis Street) facade from 
Francis and Elba streets

Photo 5. Primary and secondary (Francis Street) 
facades from Centre Avenue
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aluminum double-hung windows are identical to those in the upper floors facing Centre Avenue 
and Francis Street. There is a brick chimney in the seventh bay. The row of sawtooth brick which 
separates the third and floors is the only decorative detail present on this elevation, and it 
continues around the chimney. 

Rear Facade: 
At Elba Street closest to Francis Street, there is a three-bay, three-story section (an extension of 
the four-story facade of the building’s main L, but shortened due to the rise in grade at the rear of 
the site). This has an attached metal fire escape, flush steel exit doors, two aluminum double-
hung windows, and one glass block window.  

Extending to the west is the rear wall of the gymnasium, here one-story above ground, with 
brick-infilled window openings. 
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Photo 8. Primary facade and first three bays of 
southwest side

Photo 9. Southwest wing, stairs from basketball 
court to terrace, and door to kitchen. Two-story 
volume in rear is gymnasium.

Photo 10. Rear (Elba Street) facade Photo 11. Rear (Elba Street) facadeDRAFT
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Interior 
As this document is being prepared, the interior of the Centre Avenue YMCA is in mid-
rehabilitation. The rehabilitation is being conducted according to the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards. This description addresses the interior’s historic, recent, current, and intended future 
conditions. 

Basement: 
The basement houses a tiled swimming pool at the front of the building (Centre Avenue segment 
of the L). The pool is original to the building and is one of its character-defining features. It is 
non-functional due to leaks and is being preserved as-is in the building’s rehabilitation. 

North of the pool, the rest of the basement 
historically housed a weight room, locker 
and shower rooms, and a kitchen pantry. 
Finishes are utilitarian: walls are painted 
brick or CMU and floors are poured 
concrete. The arrangement of these spaces 
is currently being reconfigured to create 
rentable space for a tenant and to 
accommodate an elevator shaft, under 
construction. 

The basement does not extend under the 
gymnasium in the northernmost third of the 
building’s footprint. 

First Floor:  
The first floor historically housed the public functions of the YMCA: lobby, gymnasium, and 
meeting, dining, and administrative spaces. Aside from the gymnasium, which remains 
essentially intact as built, this main floor has been remodeled several times, beginning in the 
1930s and continuing through the late 20th century and early 2000s. Cumulatively, these 
remodelings changed the first-floor plan and removed most historic partitions, trims, and 
finishes.  

In its most recent condition, a series of corridor-like, transitional lobby spaces extended from the 
Centre Avenue entrance to the Francis Street entrance. A suite of multi-purpose rooms and a 
kitchen occupied the southwest half of the floor. The northeast half contained a reception room 
and offices. Finishes are drywall and composite tile flooring. Acoustical tile ceilings have been 
demolished, revealing the original plaster ceilings and the network of wires and cables 
comprising the building’s systems. Original moulded wood casings remain around some 
windows and the main (Centre Avenue) entrance. In the Francis Street lobby, there is an original 
(but non-functional) brick fireplace inset with a YMCA tile. 
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Photo 12. Basement: pool
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Access to the gymnasium is through two doorways in the northwestern end of the building’s 
meeting/office layout. The gymnasium’s original open plan, two-story volume, and materials are 
virtually as built: hardwood floors, painted brick walls, and an elevated running track with pipe 
railings suspended from steel rods around the perimeter. The track was also used historically as 
an observation platform for basketball games and boxing matches. Acoustical tile, glued to the 
ceiling in the mid-20th century, is beginning to fail. 
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Photo 14. Centre Avenue entrance from interiorPhoto 13. First floor, view to southeast; Centre 
Avenue entrance at right. Some of the most recent 
partition walls have been demolished, but lines on 
the floor show their location.

Photo 15. First floor, view to southwest

Photo 16. Fireplace in Francis Street lobbyDRAFT
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One complete, original staircase rises from the first to the fourth floor in a fire-rated enclosure in 
the south center part of the building. A second original staircase connects only the first and 
second floors. This is located near the northwestern corner of the Francis Street lobby. The 
staircases have steel treads, risers, newel posts, and balusters and oak handrails. The newel posts 
and balusters are of simple square design. The stairs to the basement are located off of the 
kitchen. These are narrow with concrete treads and risers and pipe railings. The basement stairs 
are unrelated to the staircases connecting the building’s main and upper floors. 

The rehabilitated first floor will continue to serve the same functions in a modified layout with a 
new lobby around the elevator that is being introduced in roughly the center of the building. The 
first floor’s existing original, character-defining features—gymnasium, steel staircases, and 
fireplace—are being preserved. 

 
Upper Floors: 
The second, third, and fourth floors form a 
three-bay-deep L along Centre Avenue and 
Francis Street. Each leg of the L contains a 
double-loaded corridor with small, 
dormitory-style single rooms opening off 
of it. Originally, there were 86 such rooms. 
The current count is somewhat smaller as a 
few rooms have been combined to create 
larger rooms and storage areas. Other than 
this, the original floorplan on the upper 
floors remains intact. A gang bathroom is 
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Photo 17. Gymnasium

Photo 18. Stairs to second floor from Francis Street lobby

Photo 19. Corridor, second floor
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located at the corner junction on each floor. 
Finishes are a mix of original and modern: 
hard plaster walls, composite tile floors, 
modern suspended acoustical tile ceilings, 
and flush steel unit entry doors. 

The rehabilitated building will continue to 
utilize these upper floors for single room 
occupancy. Only small modifications to 
some rooms and to the bathrooms are being 
made for accessibility and improved 
privacy. 

Integrity 
The Centre Avenue YMCA has integrity of location, standing at its original location at the 
intersection of Centre Avenue and Francis Street in Pittsburgh’s Hill District. The Hill District’s 
built environment has been considerably diminished by demolition, both by intention and 
neglect, since its heyday when the Centre Avenue YMCA was built. However, enough 
neighboring buildings from the period of significance remain—including some of the Hill’s most 
important historically African American churches—that the building has integrity of setting. 

The building has integrity of design, materials, and workmanship despite the extensive 
alterations to its main public floor. On its exterior, the building is almost identical to its 
appearance in early photographs. Brick and stone are in good condition. Doors and windows 
have been replaced or, in some cases, infilled, but the openings themselves preserve the facades’ 
original regular rhythm. There have been no additions to obscure the building’s original form, 
and no demolition to reduce it. One exception, the missing cornice, is slated for imminent 
replacement. On the interior, the gymnasium and upper residential floors also remain nearly as 
they were originally designed and built, and the pool in the basement is preserved. 

The Centre Avenue YMCA’s integrity of feeling and association derive from the preservation of 
these character-defining features which are strongly associated with the building’s historic uses 
as a community meeting place, athletic facility, and hotel. The inscribed date stone and YMCA 
tile in the Francis Street lobby fireplace make the building’s historic association with the Centre 
Avenue YMCA explicit. 
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Photo 20. Typical sleeping room, third floor
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_________________________________________________________________ 
8. Statement of Significance 

 Applicable National Register Criteria  
 (Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for National Register  
 listing.) 

A. Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of our history. 
  

B. Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past.  

C. Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, 
or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack 
individual distinction.  

D. Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory or 
history.  

 Criteria Considerations  
 (Mark “x” in all the boxes that apply.) 

 
A. Owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes 

  
B. Removed from its original location   

C. A birthplace or grave  

D. A cemetery 

E. A reconstructed building, object, or structure 

F. A commemorative property 

G. Less than 50 years old or achieving significance within the past 50 years  
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Areas of Significance 
(Enter categories from instructions.)  
__ETHNIC HISTORY: BLACK_________________  
___________________  
___________________  
___________________  
___________________  
___________________  
___________________ 

Period of Significance 
__1923-1955_________________ 
___________________ 
___________________ 

 Significant Dates  
 __1923_________________  
 __1936_________________ 
 __1945_________________ 

Significant Person 
(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.) 
___________________  
___________________  
___________________ 

 Cultural Affiliation  
 ___________________  
 ___________________  
 ___________________ 

 Architect/Builder 
 _Edward B. Lee, Architect__________________ 
 _David T. Riffle, Contractor__________________  
 ___________________ 
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Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes 
level of significance, applicable criteria, justification for the period of significance, and any 
applicable criteria considerations.)  

The Centre Avenue YMCA is eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion 
A in the Area of Ethnic History: Black. The Centre Avenue YMCA was a “colored” (in the 
parlance of the time) YMCA formed under the separate but equal doctrine, established by Plessy 
v. Ferguson in 1896 and used to justify the continuation of legal racial segregation following 
Reconstruction. It was chief among the businesses, schools, and religious and social institutions 
established and led by African Americans, for African Americans in Pittsburgh in the first half of 
the 20th century. The Centre Avenue YMCA shielded its members from the racism of white-
controlled spaces, provided facilities and programs previously unavailable to the African 
American community, and nurtured leadership skills and and activism that would lead to greater 
equality and civil rights. The Centre Avenue YMCA also supported the vibrant cultural life of the 
Hill District by hosting prominent African American speakers during the 1930s and 40s and by 
providing hotel-like accommodations to African American visitors to Pittsburgh from every walk 
of life. These included students, scholars, entertainers, and athletes who contributed to the 
cultural life of the city but were denied entrance to mainstream hotels. The Centre Avenue 
YMCA’s period of significance is 1923-1955. The first year marks the opening of the Centre 
Avenue YMCA, and 1955 is the last year before urban renewal in the Hill District commenced, 
setting off a cataclysmic series of societal changes that altered the role of the organization in the 
community.  

______________________________________________________________________________ 
Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of 
significance.)   

The Centre Avenue YMCA represents Pittsburgh’s participation in a nationwide movement of 
African American YMCAs which lasted from roughly the late 19th through the mid-20th 
centuries, from after the Civil War through the desegregation movement following World War II. 
Many—including Pittsburgh’s Centre Avenue YMCA—but not all purpose-built African 
American YMCA buildings were seeded with challenge grants by department store magnate 
Julius Rosenwald in the 1910s and 20s, the heyday of YMCA construction. 

During the first half of the 20th century, African American YMCAs such as Centre Avenue took 
their place among other institutions established by the black community to address African 
Americans’ needs and aspirations in a racially-segregated society. Along with black churches, 
primary schools, colleges, fraternal organizations, and benevolent associations, Centre Avenue 
and other African American YMCAs provided their members with social outlets, educational and 
leadership opportunities, and the mutual support of a tight-knit community. 
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In order to understand the Centre Avenue YMCA in this context, brief histories are provided of 
the Hill District neighborhood, where the Centre Avenue YMCA is located and which is the 
historic center of Pittsburgh’s African American community; of the African American YMCA 
movement; and of Rosenwald YMCAs. 

Pittsburgh’s Hill District 
The Hill District was one of the earliest Pittsburgh neighborhoods beyond its downtown to 
urbanize. Beginning in the late 1840s, the Hill District built up rapidly with homes for well-to-do 
families who sought cleaner air above and beyond the central city. 

The Civil War was a strong catalyst for Pittsburgh's expansion, and in the 1860s and 70s, the Hill 
continued to urbanize and densify. The Hill’s earliest residents moved away during this period 
and were replaced by successive waves of immigrants. The Hill became the “point of entry” to 
the city, where immigrants settled first and established themselves before moving on to other 
neighborhoods. Jews from Russia and eastern Europe began settling in the Hill in large numbers 
between 1870 and 1890. Other immigrants came from Ireland, Italy, Greece, Syria, and 
Germany. Ethnic residential enclaves formed, with African Americans concentrated in an area 
known as Arthursville or Little Hayti centered along Roberts Street in the Lower Hill. 

The Hill District’s immigrants sought employment in the mills and plants booming along 
Pittsburgh’s riverfronts. Businesses, smaller factories, and sweatshops in the neighborhood also 
offered employment, especially to African Americans and Jews barred from industrial jobs by 
discriminatory unions and employers during this period. 

The Hill’s population underwent another major shift in the early 20th century. As Jews grew 
more established and attained the middle class, many left the Hill for more suburban-style 
neighborhoods farther east of downtown, such as East Liberty and Squirrel Hill. Meanwhile, the 
Great Migration brought a surge of African Americans from the rural south to northern industrial 
cities such as Pittsburgh between about 1910-1940. Due to patterns of segregation that prevented 
newly-arriving blacks from living in many other areas of the city, the Hill District began to 
become predominantly African American.  

Because segregation also excluded Pittsburgh’s African Americans from many mainstream 
businesses (as employees or customers), gathering places, and community institutions, the black 
community created its own in the Hill. In the years between the world wars, a vibrant culture of 
African American commerce and entertainment emerged along the Hill’s main thoroughfares of 
Wylie and Centre avenues. The Hill District was nicknamed “Little Harlem” from the 1920s 
through the 1950s. The African Americans of the Hill also established their own religious 
institutions, social clubs, and the Centre Avenue YMCA, forming a spiritual and social safety net 
that operated outside of mainstream, white-controlled institutions. (Figure 2) 
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The African American YMCA Movement 
The Young Men’s Christian Association was founded in London in 1844 in response to the 
changes in living and working patterns caused by the Industrial Revolution. George Williams, a 
draper, was one of many young men to leave his rural village to seek employment in the 
businesses and factories of the city. Appalled by the unhealthy, unwholesome living and working 
conditions that he and other workers encountered in London, Williams convened a prayer group 
to uplift his spirits and those of a small group of other young men. Within a few years, the group 
gained enough members to adopt a constitution, the name Young Men’s Christian Association, a 
full-time secretary, and a dedicated premises to offer an alternative to life on the streets and time 
spent in the taverns. Though inspired by 19th century evangelicalism, the YMCA avoided 
association with any particular church, maintaining a nondenominational Protestantism 
throughout its history. 
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Figure 2. The Centre Avenue YMCA is designated as “Y.M.C.A. (Colored)” on the 1923 Hopkins 
property map of Pittsburgh. The lots next door had not yet been added to the property. (Real Estate Plat 
Book of the City of Pittsburgh. Philadelphia: G. M. Hopkins and Co., 1923)
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Americans first encountered the YMCA during the 1851 World’s Fair in London. The concept 
had relevance as American cities, too, were growing and attracting young male workers in need 
of wholesome places to lodge, take their meals, and associate with one another. Middle-class 
Protestants, especially, supported the YMCA as an alternative to the temptations and vices of city 
life. The first YMCAs in North America were founded in 1852 in Montreal, Canada; Boston; 
New York City; and Washington, D.C. In 1854, these and subsequently-formed YMCAs united, 
loosely, in a voluntary Confederation of North America YMCAs. 

The Confederation was troubled from the outset by the issue of slavery.  While the membership 1

of many northern associations held abolitionist beliefs and urged that all men were equal under 
Christ, YMCA Confederation leadership feared alienating its southern associations by taking a 
firm stance on the issue. The Civil War severed the relationship between northern and southern 
YMCAs and ended the original Confederation of North American YMCAs. The southern 
YMCAs did not try to reorganize as a confederation, but YMCAs in the north formed a new 
organization, the U.S. Christian Commission, to provide relief to Union soldiers during the war. 
Through this cooperation, the YMCAs of the north emerged from the war with strengthened ties. 
They formed a new Confederation of North American YMCAs and became the leading force in 
the reorganization of the post-war YMCA.  2

The new Confederation still shied from racial integration and, in a resolution of 1867, 
encouraged African Americans to organize their own associations. To a small extent, this had 
already begun to happen. In 1853, Anthony Bowen, a former slave who had been able to 
purchase his freedom, obtain an education, and become the first black clerk in the U.S. Patent 
Office, established the first YMCA for African Americans in Washington, D.C. Limited by lack 
of funds and legal restrictions on the personal freedoms of African Americans, Bowen’s 
association met in his home and offered only Bible study.  

In the decade after the war, African American YMCAs formed in Charleston, SC; New York, 
NY; Philadelphia and Harrisburg, PA; and Norfolk, VA, but their success was hampered by lack 
of financial resources. The loose organizational structure of the North American Confederation—
comprised of autonomous, self-supporting associations—meant that it did not provide financial 
support to any local groups. This particularly disadvantaged black communities where resources 
were the most limited. Only after Reconstruction did white YMCA leadership begin to support 
the efforts of African Americans to establish associations.  3

 Nina Mjagkij, Light in the Darkness: African Americans and the YMCA, 1852-1946 (Lexington, KY: 1

University of Kentucky Press, 1994), 10.

 Mjagkij, Light in the Darkness, 15.2

 Mjagkij, Light in the Darkness, 17.3
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A turning point came in 1888 when William A. Hunton became the first full-time black YMCA 
secretary at the national level. Appointed to supervise the organization’s “Colored Work,” 
Hunton laid the foundation for a semi-autonomous African American YMCA system during the 
1890s. Hunton’s appointment “marked the end of white supervision and the beginning of African 
American leadership in the YMCA.” But, while Hunton’s employment “represented a victory for 
those who advocated black leadership for black associations, it also provided for the complete 
separation of blacks and whites in the YMCA.”  White YMCA leadership subscribed to an 4

accommodationist philosophy which held that African Americans would benefit from the 
YMCA’s programs and facilities, but they needed to be separate in order for the association to 
continue to reach whites. In the face of such prejudice, Hunton, like many other African 
Americans, distanced himself from seemingly-futile goals of participation with whites and, 
instead, advocated self-help and racial solidarity.  

In 1898, Hunton hired an African American assistant, Jesse Moorland, who would eventually 
succeed him. Moorland coordinated nationwide fundraising campaigns for the construction of 
black YMCA buildings (see below on Rosenwald YMCAs built between 1912-1933).  

YMCAs started constructing purpose-built buildings in the 1880s. In the early 20th century, 
“[t]he organization was the beneficiary of the fever for city planning and grandiose architecture 
that swept the nation in response to the world’s fairs in Chicago and St. Louis.”  In the 5

downtowns of major American cities, high-rise central YMCAs with hundreds of dormitory 
rooms arose, and three-to-five story branch YMCAs were built in dense urban neighborhoods 
surrounding large downtowns and in smaller cities. The YMCA developed a building typology 
that reflected the fusion of its civic and religious purposes with commercial architectural 
prototypes.  In the years between the turn of the 20th century and World War I, Chicago 6

architects Shattuck and Hussey developed a specialty in YMCA buildings, developing a flexible, 
influential template for a red-brick branch buildings detailed in the Classical or Colonial Revival 
vernaculars. (Figure 3) 

White and African American YMCA buildings alike usually included a gymnasium, swimming 
pool, reading and lecture rooms, and hotel-like rooms with bathrooms down the hall, called 
dormitories or residences, on the upper floors. Renting these rooms provided signifiant income to 
the YMCAs and, in the case of African American buildings, provided visiting men a place to stay 
at a time when most hotels served whites only. “Although [African American] YMCAs were 
rarely as elaborate as those erected for white men, they included all the standard athletic facilities 
and clean, respectable dorm rooms, a desperately needed resource for black young men.” 

 Mjagkij, Light in the Darkness, 38.4

 Paula Lupkin, Manhood Factories: YMCA Architecture and the Making of Modern Culture (Minneapolis: 5

University of Minnesota Press, 2010), 97.

 Lupkin, 97.6
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Hunton’s and Moorland’s efforts to support African American YMCAs were successful. Between 
1900 and 1920, the number of African American YMCAs in cities grew from 21 to 44 and those 
on the campuses of historically black colleges and universities rose from 53 to 113. 

White and African American YMCA advocates both supported the formation of African 
American YMCAs, but for different reasons. Post-Civil War, white Protestants saw an 
opportunity to uplift the new freedmen; later, during the Great Migration, whites hoped that 
YMCAs might mold the morals of young black newcomers to their cities. African Americans 
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Figure 3. Examples of YMCA buildings designed by specialists Shattuck & Hussey 
between 1904-1916 bear a strong prototypical resemblance to the Centre Avenue 
YMCA. (Plate from Lupkin, Manhood Factories, 103)
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regarded their YMCAs as a means for racial advancement through building the character of 
black men and boys to develop them into leaders in the fight for equality. 

During the “separate but equal” Jim Crow era, African Americans in the YMCA “cautiously 
guarded their autonomy.”  The separate YMCAs established by African Americans were 7

frequently not equal to those established by whites due to disparate access to wealth and other 
resources. However, the “colored” YMCAs were of, by, and for African Americans. They were 
safe havens for African American men, places where they could be shielded from the 
humiliations of lingering racism and segregationist policies that almost all white-controlled 
institutions maintained during the Jim Crow years. 

The African American community, including African American YMCAs, was particularly hard-
hit by the Great Depression. Large numbers of out-of-work men in the 1930s increased demand 
for the YMCA’s services, even as budgets and staff were deeply cut. Job competition between 
African Americans and whites exacerbated racial tensions. Despite these challenges, most 
YMCAs managed to remain open through a combination of cutting expenditures and increased 
reliance on volunteers.  YMCAs strengthened their relationships with social welfare agencies 8

during these years. Federal relief programs, begun in 1933, also helped YMCAs to take on 
needed social welfare and building projects by supplying federally-paid staff. 

World War II reinvigorated both the American economy and the fight for civl rights. African 
Americans who fought to defend democracy overseas were less willing to resubmit to Jim Crow 
at home. African American leaders both inside and outside the YMCA reached the end of their 
patience with accommodation, education, and gradualism as strategies for racial advancement. 
Although it meant giving up the safe havens of African American-controlled YMCAs, leaders 
began to demand desegregation of the association and all of its facilities. In 1946, the National 
Council of YMCA representatives passed a resolution urging local associations to “work 
steadfastly toward the goal of eliminating all racial discriminations,” and the national association 
dissolved the Colored Work Department.  

Desegregation did not happen overnight, with white YMCAs in the south being the last to admit 
African Americans. African American YMCAs had never formally excluded whites from 
membership, but some of them were also reluctant to give up the autonomy they had enjoyed 
under the separate system. By 1950, more than half of all YMCAs in the United States had open 
membership policies, but desegregation was still incomplete a decade later. In 1967, the National 
Council passed another resolution, this one requiring member associations to annually certify 
non-discrimination on the basis of color, race, or gender.  In the mid-20th century, local 9

 Mjagkij, Light in the Darkness, 108.7

 Mjagkij, Light in the Darkness, 117.8

 Mjagkij, Light in the Darkness, 127; Haley, 60.9
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associations also began to admit women, and families, rather than men, became their new 
emphasis.   10

Rosenwald YMCAs 
Beginning in 1890, as a result of the Colored Work Department’s efforts, the number of YMCAs 
funded and controlled by African Americans experienced robust growth, but few of these 
associations had the means to purchase or construct buildings. African American YMCAs’ 
effectiveness was limited by having to operate out of rented apartments or private homes. Three 
philanthropists, operating independently, took an interest in this cause and seeded funding for a 
total of 26 African American YMCA buildings in the first three decades of the 20th century: 
George Foster Peabody, John D. Rockefeller, Sr., and Julius Rosenwald.  

Peabody, a successful banker, purchased a building for the African American YMCA in Brooklyn 
in 1901 and underwrote the construction of a new YMCA for the African American community 
in his birthplace, Columbus, Georgia, in 1905. The next year, John D. Rockefeller, Jr. pledged a 
matching grant of $25,000 of his father’s money to the African American YMCA of Washington, 
D.C. In 1910, Julius Rosenwald followed suit on a much broader scale: he offered $25,000 to all 
African American YMCAs in the United States that could raise $75,000 in matching funds.  

Rosenwald was born in Illinois, the son of German Jewish immigrants, and found success as a 
clothing entrepreneur as young man. He launched the successful mail order business of the Sears 
Roebuck Company, became its president in 1909, and accumulated a tremendous fortune. As a 
self-made man, Rosenwald wished to engage in philanthropy that would help others help 
themselves. He believed in the civic responsibility of the fortunate to help the less-fortunate and 
was deeply committed to the democratic principle of equality. He took a particular interest in 
providing opportunities to African Americans, inspired by the writings of William H. Baldwin, 
Jr., founder of the Urban League, and Booker T. Washington. His Jewish heritage also made him 
sensitive to the prejudice and discrimination African Americans faced. Rosenwald shared neither 
race nor religion with African Americans in the YMCA, but he believed that promoting better 
citizenship among African Americans would benefit the nation as a whole.   11

Rosenwald learned of the dearth of funding for African American YMCAs from Jesse Moorland 
in the national YMCA’s Colored Work Department. Rosenwald saw an opportunity, not for 
outright charity, but to help people help themselves. He proposed a five-year term during which 
he would contribute one-quarter the cost of a $100,000 YMCA building to any African American 
group which could raise the balance. The only condition was that he would release his $25,000 
only after the local groups raised and spent $50,000 to purchase property and begin construction. 

 “Brief History of the YMCA Movement.” http://www.mfldymca.org/about_us/10

history_national.php.

 Nina Mjagkij, “A Peculiar Alliance: Julius Rosenwald, the YMCA, and African-Americans, 11

1910-1933” (American Jewish Archives Journal: Rethinking the American Jewish Experience, 1992), 
586-589.
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Rosenwald disapproved of Peabody’s outright endowment of the YMCA in Columbus, GA. Like 
Rockefeller, he made his own offer in the form of a challenge grant to inspire African American 
communities to take an active, organized part in their own improvement. He hoped that whites 
would contribute, too, furthering cooperation between the races.  12

Rosenwald’s offer to help build segregated YMCA facilities for African Americans stopped short 
of confronting the YMCA’s “separate but equal” policy. Nevertheless, Rosenwald’s offer was so 
attractive to African American communities nationwide that he renewed it twice. During its 
initial five-year term, seven cities successfully raised funds to build “Rosenwald YMCAs” with 
the help of his gifts: Washington, D.C.; Chicago; Indianapolis; Philadelphia; Kansas City, MO; 
Cincinnati; and St. Louis. When this term expired at the end of 1915, Rosenwald granted 
extensions to six other cities, which then completed their campaigns and built YMCAs in Harlem 
and Brooklyn, NY; Baltimore; Columbus; Atlanta; and Pittsburgh. A final two-year renewal, 
announced in 1920, raised the community match amount to $125,000 and stipulated minimum 
building requirements. No city was able to raise these funds, but extensions of the original offer 
granted to 11 cities resulted in new African American YMCAs in Denver; Detroit; Dallas; Los 
Angeles; Buffalo; Dayton, Toledo, and Youngstown, OH; Montclair and Orange, NJ: and 
Harrisburg, PA between 1924 and 1933. 

Together, the 24 Rosenwald YMCAs erected between 1912 and 1933 represent the first major, 
coordinated effort of the YMCA to provide adequate facilities for urban African Americans. 
Equipped with swimming pools, gymnasia, cafeterias, reading and class rooms, employment 
bureaus, and dormitories, they provided facilities previously unavailable in African American 
communities. And they served not only YMCA members, but the community as well. African 
American students from area schools used the gyms and pools for physical education classes. 
The educational programs offered at the buildings enhanced the vocational qualifications of 
members, including elementary English, typing, architectural drawing, stenography, auto 
mechanics, and driving lessons. Until the 1940s and, in some places, as late as the 1960s and 70s, 
the dormitories of the Rosenwald YMCAs were practically the only places where African 
American male travelers could find comfortable and safe sleeping accommodations outside of 
the homes of relative and friends. The location of the YMCAs in or near the African American 
business districts enhanced their importance for the community.   13

The Centre Avenue YMCA 
The YMCA was active in Pittsburgh not long after the Civil War. By March 1870, the 
Association Monthly, the YMCA’s official publication, reported that Pennsylvania had been 
divided into administrative districts with Pittsburgh as its statewide headquarters. The YMCA 
constructed a central association in downtown Pittsburgh in the early 1880s and, subsequently, 
numerous branch locations in neighborhoods outside of downtown, including East Liberty 
(1910) and Lawrenceville (1912). The 1920s was a prolific decade for YMCA construction, 

 Mjagkij, “A Peculiar Alliance,” 591-592.12

 Mjagkij, “A Peculiar Alliance,” 597.13
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yielding a new central YMCA downtown at the corner of Third Avenue and Wood Street, 
designed by Benno Janssen; the Centre Avenue YMCA in the Hill District; and the Allegheny 
YMCA on the North Side. Of these, the Centre Avenue YMCA was distinguished by being run 
by and for African Americans. 

Pittsburgh’s African American YMCA originated in 1893 when a group of men from a Bible 
class at Old Bethel AME Church formed a social club for young men and boys to enjoy 
wholesome recreation.  Upon official recognition as a YMCA ca. 1906, this became the fourth 14

in the Pittsburgh region (after Downtown, East Liberty, and Pitcairn, PA) and the third “colored” 
YMCA in the state, after Philadelphia and Harrisburg. The Centre Avenue YMCA initially rented 
quarters in a three-story building at 1847 Centre Avenue (now demolished).  

Shortly after Julius Rosenwald announced his funding program for African American YMCAs in 
1910, the Centre Avenue association began raising money for its own building. World War I 
interrupted this campaign, and the Centre Avenue Y missed the deadline for Rosenwald’s first 
term. But with an extension of another five years, the association was ultimately able to raise 
over $200,000.  

The Centre Avenue YMCA hired its first secretary in 1916. Samuel Morsell was a native of 
Baltimore and a graduate of Oberlin College who had started his YMCA career at the Goffe 
Street YMCA in New Haven, CT, while studying at Yale Divinity School. One of the first tasks 
Morsell faced was finding and purchasing a site for a dedicated YMCA building. In 1918, the 
association purchased the site at the corner of Centre Avenue and Francis Street for $12,750. The 
property was fortuitously located near the geographic center of the Hill District surrounded by 
several of its major churches, including Warren Methodist, Holy Cross Episcopal, and Wesley 
Center AME Zion. Centre Avenue was also the address of many prominent black businesses and 
the homes of African American professionals. 

The Centre Avenue YMCA was constructed between 1922-1923 by the David T. Riffle 
Construction Company to the design of Pittsburgh architect Edward B. Lee (1876-1956). 
(Figures 4-5) In the early 1920s, Lee was a prominent local architect at the peak of a career that 
included many civic buildings, schools, hospitals, and fraternal halls. Lee was born in Vermont 
and received his architecture degree from Harvard in 1899. While there, during 1896-97, he 
worked for the prominent Boston firm of Cram, Goodhue & Ferguson. From 1903-1904, he 
attended the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris, then moved to Pittsburgh to work for Alden & 
Harlow in 1904-1905. In the latter year, he established his first firm, Billquist & Lee. In 1909, he 
launched an independent office. Lee was a longtime leader of the Pittsburgh Architectural Club, 
and his contacts in business and government led to a number of important commissions, included 
the City-County Building (1915-1917, with Palmer, Hornbostel & Jones), the Pittsburgh 
Chamber of Commerce Building (1916-17, with James P. Piper), the Edgewood Club (1914), and 
the Harvard-Yale-Princeton Club (1930). In the early 1940s, Lee was served as supervising 

 Leon L. Haley, A Citadel of Hope: The Centre Avenue YMCA, A History (2012), 11.14
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Figure 4. The Centre Avenue YMCA was not quite complete at its formal dedication 
in 1923 (Dorsey-Turfley Family Photographs, Detre Library and Archives, Heinz 
History Center)

Figure 5. Centre Avenue YMCA ca. 1930 (Urban League of Pittsburgh Records, 
University of Pittsburgh)
DRAFT
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architect for public housing commissioned by the Housing Authority of the City of Pittsburgh, 
such as Terrace Village and Bedford Dwellings.  15

The building he designed for the Centre Avenue YMCA had all of the hallmarks of the building 
type established at the turn of the 20th century. Its first floor housed offices, meeting and class 
rooms, a gymnasium, kitchen, dining room, and laundry. There were a swimming pool and 
weight room in the basement. The upper three floors were dedicated to a dormitory containing 86 
single rooms for rent to single men and group bathrooms.  

The Centre Avenue YMCA functioned as a multi-purpose community center, offering recreation, 
entertainment, and educational facilities; dining; and lodging. The meeting and class rooms were 
frequently devoted to causes that furthered not only the improvement of individual African 
Americans, but racial solidarity and understanding. Early on, Morsell helped establish the Centre 
Avenue YMCA as an integral part of the African American struggle for social and economic 
justice and aligned it with other organizations committed to like cause.  16

Morsell served as secretary of the Centre Avenue YMCA for 19 years, leaving in 1930 to assume 
leadership of African American YMCAs in White Plains, NY, and Baltimore.  Leadership 17

among African American YMCAs, including Centre Avenue, was fluid in the 1930s. Talented 
secretaries moved frequently among cities, carrying knowledge and experience from branch to 
branch and building a highly-capable national community of African American YMCA 
administrators. This pool of talent and leadership was especially important to the YMCA during 
this decade of economic depression and heightened demand for social and other services as 
African Americans continued to move from rural southern areas to northern cities such as 
Pittsburgh in search of employment.  

Morsell’s successor at the Centre Avenue YMCA, Henry K. Craft, was a native of Charleston, 
SC and a Harvard graduate who had previously served as secretary of the Twelfth Street YMCA 
in Washington, D.C. Craft served at Centre Avenue for two years before moving to New York to 
direct the Harlem YMCA, which was about to open the largest African American YMCA 
building in the country. The main accomplishment of Craft’s tenure at Centre Avenue was his 
participation in the establishment of the Kay Boys Club on nearby Bedford Avenue in the Hill. 
As the sole year-round recreational facility available to Pittsburgh’s African Americans in the 
1920s and 30s, the Centre Avenue YMCA was stretched beyond its capacity in those years. The 
character-building and recreational programs of the Kay Boys Club, particularly boxing, 

 Philadelphia Architects and Buildings, https://www.philadelphiabuildings.org/pab/app/ar_display.cfm/15

81880 and CMU Architecture Archive, Edward B. Lee Collection, https://www.library.cmu.edu/ArchArch/
collections

 Haley, 20. 16

 Under pressure from the local white YMCA, Morsell was removed from his post in White Plains for 17

supporting two African American colleagues who defied residential racial segregation by buying houses 
in a white neighborhood.
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complemented those of the Y, and the two institutions had a close affiliation, with former Y 
staffers going on to direct the club.  18

After Craft’s departure in 1932, Centre Avenue Y board chairman Homer S. Brown provided 
interim leadership until Herbert T. Miller became its new executive secretary in 1933. Miller had 
previously served as director of African American YMCAs in Cincinnati and Toledo as well as 
the Southwest Branch YMCA in Philadelphia. After a three-year tenure in Pittsburgh, Miller 
returned to Philadelphia to head the Christian Street YMCA; from there, he went on to head the 
Carleton YMCA in New York.  A vocal advocate for YMCA integration, Miller would be fired 19

from the Carleton Y for criticizing the failure of the nearby white Bedford YMCA to integrate in 
a timely fashion after the National Council’s 1946 desegregation resolution. The Carleton Y’s 
entire board of directors resigned in support of Miller, however, pressing the Bedford Y to move 
forward with integration. 

Henry C. Parker, Jr. arrived at the Centre Avenue YMCA to succeed Miller in 1936 and 
immediately initiated the Centre Avenue YMCA’s first renovation, which commenced in that 
year and caused the temporary closure of part of the facility. On the first floor, spaces were 
rearranged, refurnished, and redecorated, and a new lunch room and dining room with the 
capacity to host small banquets was constructed. The building reopened in 1941 with a 
dedication ceremony featuring keynote speaker Channing H. Tobias, then senior secretary of the 
Colored Work Department in the national YMCA. The Centre Avenue’s membership in that year 
is estimated at 2000.  20

With the United States’ entry into World War II, Parker adapted the Centre Avenue Y to the 
demands of soldiers and sailors on leave. He appointed Homer S. Brown to develop wholesome 
“R and R” activities for furloughed African American servicemen and their families. 

Parker departed the Centre Avenue YMCA in 1942 to succeed Herbert Miller as executive 
secretary of the Christian Street YMCA in Philadelphia. Following him at the helm of the Centre 
Avenue Y was C. Sterling Chavis. Chavis worked to transition the Y’s wartime programs to ones 
serving African American veterans, who often faced unemployment at a higher rate than their 
white counterparts. Chavis offered free “trial” memberships to veterans. 

In 1945, Chavis accepted a gift of the lot adjacent to the Centre Avenue YMCA to the west from 
the Prince Hall Temple, the Pittsburgh branch of the national Order of Black Freemasonry. The 
Temple had acquired the lot in 1923 for $4750. The YMCA built a basketball court and outdoor 
dining terrace on it. 

 Haley, 22-24.18

 This was the branch that had been the recipient of George Foster Peabody’s philanthropy in 1901.19

 Haley, 33.20
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The 1950s began a long and difficult chapter for the Centre Avenue YMCA in which societal 
changes on the associational, local, and national levels altered the role of the organization in the 
community. Desegregation, urban renewal and the consequent displacement of Hill District 
residents, the shift of both the white and black middle class from city to suburb, and the collapse 
of Pittsburgh’s steel industry all affected the Centre Avenue YMCA, which adapted in various 
ways. 

Following the 1946 desegregation resolution of the national YMCA, “some limited steps” were 
taken to integrate the Pittsburgh YMCA system. However, well into the 1950s, “the majority of 
African Americans holding memberships in YMCAs in Pittsburgh continued… to be 
concentrated in the Centre Avenue branch.”  Yet the branch began losing membership as 21

extensive urban renewal displaced thousands of families from the Lower Hill beginning in 1956. 
This cataclysmic neighborhood change undermined the community that the Y depended upon for 
leadership as well as membership. 

The Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 60s brought broader mandates for desegregation 
and broke down of the doctrine of “separate but equal” which had sustained African American 
YMCAs, among other institutions, since before the turn of the 20th century. Mandatory 
desegregation lessened demand for the Centre Avenue YMCA’s housing and food services as 
African Americans enjoyed other choices of accommodation and dining. Many Hill District 
African Americans also exercised their new right to live in other sections of the city, and the 
Centre Avenue Y became less convenient for them. This trend was accelerated by the 1968 riots 
following the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. The riots destroyed many Hill District 
businesses, and a large number did not reopen. Perception of the Hill District, and the city in 
general, as unsafe provoked many working- and middle-class African Americans to move away, 
further diminishing the base of the YMCA. 

Loss of income from memberships, rented rooms, and the cafeteria affected the Centre Avenue 
YMCA’s operating budget. In an attempt to stabilize the association’s income, executive 
secretary James Burgette—who had succeeded Chavis in 1950—rented the entire fourth floor of 
the dormitory to the Brotherhood of Railroad Porters. However, the decline of the role of 
railroads in transportation soon ended this revenue source.  The Centre Avenue YMCA 22

continued to offer recreational, cultural, and political programming, while its cafeteria closed in 
1962. 

Another factor was the consolidation of Hill-based social service agencies the Irene Kaufmann 
Center, Soho Settlement House, and Hill City Municipality into one organization, Hill House 
Association. In order to meet the increasing social services needs of the Hill’s African American 
population, Hill House constructed a new multi-purpose center in 1972. While Hill House did 
not exactly duplicate the mission of the Centre Avenue YMCA, and the two organizations aimed 
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to complement one another, the emergence of Hill House meant the Centre Avenue YMCA was 
no longer the only, or the primary, institution serving African Americans in the Hill District. 

Secretary Burgette retired in 1970. In the 1970s and 80s, the collapse of Pittsburgh’s steel 
industry and resultant sharp economic decline affected all commercial and membership 
organizations, including the Centre Avenue YMCA. The city’s population hollowed out, and for 
those who stayed, low-paying service sector jobs replaced better-paying factory work.  

Edward C. Davis, appointed secretary of the Centre Avenue YMCA in 1972, sought to keep the 
YMCA open by keeping it relevant. To rebuild the YMCA’s image, his first priority was to 
renovate the building. In 1974, the entire first floor and basement were redesigned; a new kitchen 
and bathrooms were installed; the men’s and boys’ locker rooms were upgraded; and a new 
massage room was constructed. Davis also initiated an array of new programs to attract youth 
back to the association, but the decline in usage continued. 

The 1980s and 90s brought an upsurge in gang violence and associated drug and criminal activity 
in the Hill District. At the same time, the Metropolitan Pittsburgh YMCA considered closing or 
merging several neighborhood branches in response to decreased membership. The Centre 
Avenue location was not closed, but it was restructured to provide transitional housing and 
support services for men affected by mental illness and substance abuse. Attendant changes to 
the facility’s interior addresses needs for increased security and space for social services on the 
building’s first floor, while the Y’s traditional recreational and community functions were 
decreased. 

The building was designated a City Historic Structure in 1995. It closed in 2012, and a state-of-
the-art new building, named the Thelma Lovette Family YMCA after the first woman to serve on 
the Centre Avenue Y’s board, was dedicated in the Hill District the same year. The Centre 
Avenue YMCA is currently planned for renovation as housing for low-income men by Action-
Housing. 

Significance: Ethnic History: Black 
The Centre Avenue YMCA was a “colored” (in the parlance of the time) YMCA formed under 
the separate but equal doctrine, established by Plessy v. Ferguson in 1896 and used to justify the 
continuation of legal racial segregation following Reconstruction. It was chief among the 
businesses, schools, and religious and social institutions established and led by African 
Americans, for African Americans in Pittsburgh in the belief that black people must take 
responsibility for themselves, their communities, and the future faced by the next generation.  

The separate status of the Centre Avenue YMCA did more than maintain segregation between 
whites and African Americans, however. Located on a main thoroughfare near the geographic 
center of Pittsburgh’s Hill District, the Centre Avenue YMCA provided programs and facilities 
previously unavailable to most African Americans, and it provided a safe haven for African 
American men and boys where they could be free from the racial profiling and discrimination 
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they faced in white-controlled spaces. In the first half of the 20th century, the Centre Avenue 
YMCA was, for the African American community of Pittsburgh, its “meeting house, recreation 
center, lyceum, concert hall, school house, hotel, and, on occasion, worship site.”  These many 23

functions brought together Pittsburgh’s large and diverse African American community under 
one roof, fostering cooperation and activism around social issues, particularly civil rights. In 
embracing the “colored” YMCA system in the first half of the 20th century, the Centre Avenue 
branch’s leaders used it as a means for racial advancement through building the bodies, minds, 
and characters of black men and boys to develop them into leaders in the fight for equality.  

The building of the Centre Avenue YMCA was, in itself, a singular accomplishment of 
Pittsburgh’s African American community, representing an organized and dedicated campaign 
for capital funding. The African Americans of the Hill and Pittsburgh, most of whose members 
had little discretionary income, persevered in this campaign over a period of years, pausing for 
world war and resuming afterward, until its goal was fulfilled. 

The Centre Avenue YMCA’s period of significance begins with its construction in 1923. Built 
during the heyday of YMCA construction (approximately 1910-1930) and the Progressive 
Movement, the Centre Avenue YMCA aligned with the broad agenda of Progressive reforms to 
make urban life better and safer for immigrants and the poor. One of the Progressive Movement’s 
tenets was an emphasis on creating places for healthy physical play and sports. This took on an 
especially important role in African American communities such as the Hill, where sports 
provided an important physical and social outlet. The Centre Avenue YMCA’s gymnasium and 
swimming pool offered year-round athletic and recreational facilities unlike any that had 
previously been available to African Americans in Pittsburgh. Its dining service also supported 
African Americans’ physical and social health by offering affordable, nutritious meals to workers 
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Figure 6. Centre Avenue YMCA 
Boys’ Swim Team, ca. 1945 (Teenie 
Harris Photographs, Carnegie 
Museum of Art)
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and professionals denied access to segregated mainstream restaurants and a social space for 
strengthening community ties. (Figures 6-7) 

Similarly, the Centre Avenue 
YMCA’s 86 rooms functioned as a 
hotel serving African American 
men from nearly every walk of life 
who were denied lodging in 
segregated accommodations. 
Previously, black male travelers 
had had to stay at the homes of 
relatives or friends or, if they had 
none in Pittsburgh, in rooming 
houses or worse. The Centre 
Avenue YMCA aided African 
Americans by providing a safe, 
convenient, clean place to stay 
while visiting, working, looking 
for work, seeking more permanent 
lodgings, or studying in the city. 
African American performers and 
athletes who entertained white 

audiences in the city’s concert halls, jazz clubs, and ball parks stayed at the Centre Avenue Y. 
Jackie Robinson broke the Major League baseball color barrier, but stayed at the Centre Avenue 
YMCA when his Brooklyn Dodgers played the Pittsburgh Pirates in the 1940s. African American 
students at the University of Pittsburgh lodged at the YMCA when they couldn’t rent rooms in 
privately-owned buildings in Oakland because of their race. And black porters and dining car 
attendants who came into Pittsburgh on the trains found a place to sleep at the Centre Avenue 
YMCA. 

Through its meeting and class rooms, the Centre Avenue YMCA participated actively in the 
vibrant cultural life of the Hill District and the city as a whole. During the 1930s and 40s, the Y 
hosted a series of free Sunday afternoon symposia, open to all, that included lectures by such 
distinguished African American figures as scholar W.E.B. DuBois; civil rights leader Mary 
McLeod Bethune; scientist and professor George Washington Carver; Congressman Adam 
Clayton Powell; philosopher and first African American Rhodes Scholar Alain Locke; contralto 
Marian Anderson; poet Langston Hughes; and actor Paul Robeson. The Centre Avenue YMCA 
also promoted cultural and artistic output among its members. It had a Music Committee, which 
supported a choir and an orchestra, and an Art Society, which organized on-site exhibits of 
prominent African Americans in the visual arts. 

From its inception, the Centre Avenue YMCA also offered vocational training in an effort to 
equip young African American men with skills to find employment in a segregated economy. The 
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Figure 7. Centre Avenue YMCA lunch counter ca. 1950 
(Teenie Harris Photographs, Carnegie Museum of Art) 
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YMCA enrolled students in courses such as typewriting, architectural and mechanical drawing, 
stenography, barbering, painting, printing, auto mechanics, and driving. During the Great 
Depression, the Urban League held additional courses at the Centre Avenue Y focused on 
service-related fields that were open to African American at the time. For example, one League-
sponsored program offered through the Centre Avenue YMCA taught men skills—social as well 
as technical—involved in becoming waiters and elevator operators in downtown department 
stores. According to one report, employment training programs at the Centre Avenue YMCA 
helped secure over 300 jobs for African Americans in 1937.  Beyond vocational training, the 24

Centre Avenue YMCA provided a platform for college-educated, talented African American men 
to begin or advance their careers by working as program directors or executive secretaries.   25

The Centre Avenue YMCA’s affiliation with African 
American civil rights associations, such as the Urban 
League and the NAACP, began under its first director, 
Samuel Morsell. Morsell was in fact integral to all 
three organizations. Morsell was a charter member of 
the Pittsburgh branch of the NAACP (founded 1915) 
and, when the Pittsburgh chapter of the Urban League 
convened its first meeting in 1918, Morsell was elected 
to its executive board. The mission of these 
organizations was to change society; the YMCA’s 
mission was to help men. Morsell understood that 
these missions intersected in the need to prepare the 
next generation of leaders in the fight for racial 
equality, and he established an important collaboration 
among these three organizations that would endure for 
much of the 20th century.  In 1932, the Urban League 26

held its national conference at the Centre Avenue 
YMCA. 

In the years before World War II, “[t]he branch served 
as a gathering site where the rising voices of protest, 
fueled by the racial consciousness brought on by the 
[Harlem] Renaissance, against the injustices of 
American society were increasingly being vented. At 

the Centre Avenue such voices could be heard without the condemnation that might resulting 
other less receptive settings.”  (Figure 8) 27
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Figure 8. Poster for lecture held at the 
Centre Avenue YMCA in 1935 under the 
auspices of the League of Struggle for 
Negro Rights (Communist Collection of 
A.E. Forbes, University of Pittsburgh)DRAFT
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After the war, the Centre Avenue YMCA continued to be an important locus of civil rights 
activity even as the movement succeeded in gradual desegregation, including of the YMCA 
itself. The Centre Avenue YMCA’s period of significance ends in 1955. This is the last year 
before urban renewal in the Hill District commenced, setting off a cataclysmic series of societal 
changes that altered the role of the organization in the community.  

Comparisons 
As the Centre Avenue YMCA was the only branch in western Pennsylvania run by and for 
African Americans through the middle of the 20th century, it is difficult to make direct 
comparisons during its period of significance. Its closest peers among YMCAs were perhaps the 
other neighborhood YMCAs built between 1910-1930, the heyday of YMCA construction: the 
East Liberty, Lawrenceville, and Allegheny YMCAs. These provided similar facilities to the 
Centre Avenue YMCA for Caucasian young men and help illuminate the ways in which all 
YMCAs were similar to one another, but also unique to their circumstances. Another apt 
comparison is the Young Men’s and Women’s Hebrew Association, which provided parallel 
services to the youth of Pittsburgh's Jewish community and built a building to house its 
recreational and social functions during the same time period (1926). 

The East Liberty YMCA (Figure 9) was organized in 1874 at the East Liberty Presbyterian 
Church, which is situated directly across S. Whitfield Street from the YMCA’s five-story, buff 
brick and limestone Classical Revival building completed in 1910. The East Liberty YMCA is a 
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Figure 9. East Liberty YMCA (now ACE Hotel), Harding & Upman, 1910 (Explore 
East Liberty)DRAFT
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contributing resource in the East Liberty Commercial Historic District. Designed by the 
Washington, D.C. firm of Harding and Upman in association with Pittsburgh architect Thomas 
Hannah, the East Liberty YMCA cost over $300,000 to construct. The money was raised by 
subscription from over 3000 members of the East Liberty community, which was largely white 
and middle- to upper-middle class. The building served as a YMCA until the 1990s. It then 
briefly housed a school, and has recently been sensitively rehabilitated as a hotel. 

The Lawrenceville YMCA (Figure 10) opened in 1912. It is a three-story, red brick, Colonial 
Revival Style building designed by prominent Pittsburgh architect Robert Maurice Trimble and 
located at the intersection of Butler and 45th Streets in the Lawrenceville Historic District. The 
Lawrenceville YMCA building was purchased in 1928 by the Boys’ Club of Pittsburgh, which 
advertised that it served boys ”of every race and creed.”  28

Robert Maurice Trimble also designed the Allegheny YMCA (Figure 11), located at 600 West 
North Avenue on Pittsburgh’s North Side (until 1907 the independent city of Allegheny). This 
building opened in 1927 and is a contributing resource in the Central North Side Historic 
District. It continues to serve as a YMCA. 

Of these neighborhood YMCA buildings, the East Liberty YMCA is the largest and most 
elaborate, in keeping with the stature of East Liberty as a middle- to upper-middle class 

 “The Boys’ Club of Pittsburgh,” ad in The Pittsburgh Press, April 9, 1928; in National Register of 28

Historic Places, Boys’ Club of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Allegheny County, PA, 8:19.
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Figure 10. Lawrenceville YMCA (now Butler Street Lofts), R.M. Trimble, 1912 
(Angelique Bamberg)
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neighborhood and third largest commercial center in Pennsylvania during the early decades of 
the 20th century. In addition to the standard facilities of a pool, gymnasium, reading room, 
dining service, and dormitory floors, the second floor of the East Liberty YMCA boasted a large 
and elegant ballroom, and the entire third floor was devoted to a suite of classrooms and meeting 
rooms. The Lawrenceville and Allegheny YMCAs were not as large or richly-appointed, but each 
of these YMCAs included facilities the Centre Avenue Y did not, such as bowling alleys. These 
neighborhood YMCAs show that the Centre Avenue YMCA was more than adequate, but far less 
than lavish. The East Liberty and Allegheny associations are both located in neighborhoods to 
which many African Americans moved after being displaced from the Hill District by urban 
renewal in the 1950s and 60s. The memberships of those YMCAs reflected the changing racial 
composition of the East Liberty and North Side neighborhoods at that time. 

The Young Men’s and Women’s Hebrew Association (Figure 12) was an analogous organization 
to the YMCA serving Jewish youth. The Young Men’s Hebrew Association was founded in 1910 
for the “mental, physical, and moral improvement of its members, and more particularly for the 
promotion of Hebraic Culture and Jewish Ideals.” The Young Women’s Hebrew Association was 
created the next year, and the two groups merged in 1912. By 1920, this association had 2000 
members and had outgrown its rented space. With funds raised from the Jewish community, it 
hired architect Benno Janssen to design the building at 341 S. Bellefield Avenue, which was 
completed in 1926. Called by its members “the Y,” like its Christian counterpart, this was 
modeled on a YMCA and had similar facilities: a gymnasium, pool, reading room, and meeting 
rooms for music, arts, and cultural programs. A snack shop and lounge, the Y-Canteen, opened 
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Figure 11. Allegheny YMCA, R.M. Trimble, 1927 (Google Streetview, 2020)
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during World War II. The Hebrew Y served all faiths. In 1960, it merged with the Irene 
Kaufmann Center, and in 1974, the combined organization became known as the Jewish 
Community Center of Pittsburgh (JCC). The JCC eventually built a new facility in Squirrel Hill, 
and the original Y building on S. Bellefield is now Bellefield Hall, used as a recreational facility 
by the University of Pittsburgh.  29

The Hebrew Y did not discriminate, but there is no evidence that it served African Americans. In 
this respect, it was similar to the Centre Avenue YMCA. Both associations were open to all in 
practice, but formed to serve a specific population excluded from the mainstream YMCA; both 
were managed and programmed by leaders of the ethnic communities they served; and they 
focused on the social and cultural needs of, respectively, Jewish and African American youth. 
One difference was that, as a group, Jews in Pittsburgh held more wealth than African 
Americans. Among the donors for the Hebrew Y’s building campaign were the Kaufmann, Baer, 
and Seder families, all affluent downtown department store owners. As such, the Hebrew Y 
building was larger and more elaborately-appointed than the Centre Avenue YMCA. It lacked 
dormitory rooms, but offered an ornamental concert auditorium. It also occupied a more central 
location in the vibrant Oakland neighborhood, close to Pittsburgh’s Jewish population centers 
(originally in the Hill District, but by the early 20th century, moving east to East Liberty and 

 “The Young Men’s and Women’s Hebrew Association,” website of the Rauh Jewish Archive of the 29

Senator John Heinz History Center: http://www.jewishhistoryhhc.org/timeline.aspx#8074c0fd-3432-405c-
ad86-7075011ce4d4, retrieved August 13, 2020.
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Figure 12. Young Men’s and Women’s Hebrew Association, now Bellefield Hall 
of the University of Pittsburgh (Wikipedia)
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Squirrel Hill) and within walking distance of the universities and cultural attractions of the 
Carnegie Institute. 
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Previous documentation on file (NPS):  

____ preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested 
____ previously listed in the National Register 
____ previously determined eligible by the National Register 
____ designated a National Historic Landmark  
____ recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey   #____________ 
____ recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # __________ 
____ recorded by Historic American Landscape Survey # ___________ 

Primary location of additional data:  
____ State Historic Preservation Office 
____ Other State agency 
____ Federal agency 
____ Local government 
____ University 
____ Other 
         Name of repository: _____________________________________ 

Historic Resources Survey Number (if assigned): ________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
10. Geographical Data 

 Acreage of Property ___<1____________ 

Use either the UTM system or latitude/longitude coordinates 

Latitude/Longitude Coordinates 
Datum if other than WGS84:__________ 
(enter coordinates to 6 decimal places) 
1. Latitude: 40.447192  Longitude:  -79.967701 

2. Latitude:   Longitude: 

3. Latitude:   Longitude: 

4. Latitude:   Longitude: 
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Or  
UTM References  
Datum (indicated on USGS map):  
 

           NAD 1927     or        NAD 1983 

1. Zone:  Easting:    Northing:   

2. Zone: Easting:    Northing: 

3. Zone: Easting:   Northing: 

4. Zone: Easting :   Northing: 
  

Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.) 

The National Register boundary corresponds to the legal boundaries of Allegheny County tax 
parcels 10-M-152 and 10-M-154. 

Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.) 

 The boundary includes all property historically associated with the Centre Avenue YMCA. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
11. Form Prepared By 

name/title: __Angelique Bamberg, Principal______________________________________ 
organization: _Clio Consulting_________________________________________________ 
street & number: _233 Amber St._______________________________________________ 
city or town:  Pittsburgh_________________________ state: _PA__ zip code:_15206_____ 
e-mail_clioconsulting@me.com_______________________________ 
telephone:_412-956-5517________________________ 
date:__September 29, 2020___________________________ 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

Additional Documentation 

Submit the following items with the completed form: 

• Maps:   A USGS map or equivalent (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's 
location. 
    

•  Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous 
resources.  Key all photographs to this map. 

• Additional items:  (Check with the SHPO, TPO, or FPO for any additional items.) 
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Photographs 
Submit clear and descriptive photographs.  The size of each image must be 1600x1200 pixels 
(minimum), 3000x2000 preferred, at 300 ppi (pixels per inch) or larger.  Key all photographs 
to the sketch map. Each photograph must be numbered and that number must correspond to 
the photograph number on the photo log.  For simplicity, the name of the photographer, photo 
date, etc. may be listed once on the photograph log and doesn’t need to be labeled on every 
photograph. 

Photo Log 

Name of Property:  Centre Avenue YMCA 
City or Vicinity:  Pittsburgh 
County:   Allegheny   
State:   PA 
Photographer:  Angelique Bamberg 
Date Photographed: June 29, 2020 

Description of Photograph(s) and number, include description of view indicating direction of 
camera: 

Photo 1 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0001) 
View west down Centre Avenue, YMCA and Francis Street at right, view to W 

Photo 2 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0002) 
Primary (Centre Avenue ) facade, view to NW 

Photo 3 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0003) 
Date stone at corner of Centre Avenue and Francis Street, view to W 

Photo 4 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0004) 
Main (Centre Avenue ) entrance, view to SW 

Photo 5 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0005) 
Primary and secondary (Francis Street) facades from Centre Avenue, view to W 

Photo 6 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0006) 
Secondary (Francis Street) facade from Francis and Elba streets, view to SW 

Photo 7 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0007) 
Francis Street entrance, view to SW 
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Photo 8 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0008) 
Primary facade and first three bays of southwest side, view to NE 

Photo 9 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0009) 
Southwest wing, stairs from basketball court to terrace, and door to kitchen, view to N 

Photo 10 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0010) 
Rear (Elba Street) facade, view to S 

Photo 11 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0011) 
Rear (Elba Street) facade, view to SE 

Photo 12 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0012) 
Basement: pool, view to S 

Photo 13 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0013) 
First floor, view to SE 

Photo 14 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0014) 
Centre Avenue entrance from interior, view to SE 

Photo 15 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0015) 
First floor, view to SW 

Photo 16 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0016) 
Fireplace in Francis Street lobby, view to NW 

Photo 17 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0017) 
Gymnasium, view to NE 

Photo 18 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0018) 
Stairs to second floor from Francis Street lobby, view to SW 

Photo 19 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0019) 
Corridor, second floor, view to SE 

Photo 20 (PA_AlleghenyCounty_CentreAvenueYMCA_0020) 
Typical sleeping room, third floor, view to SW 
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Figure 1. Satellite view of Centre Avenue YMCA site 
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Figure 2. Centre Avenue YMCA designated as “Y.M.C.A. (Colored)” on Hopkins property 
map of Pittsburgh, 1923 

Figure 3. Examples of YMCA branch building typology by Shattuck & Hussey, 1904-1916 

Figure 4. The Centre Avenue YMCA was not yet complete at its dedication in 1923 (Dorsey-
Turfley Family Photographs, Detre Library and Archives, Heinz History Center) 

Figure 5. Centre Avenue YMCA ca. 1930 (Urban League of Pittsburgh Records, University 
of Pittsburgh) 

Figure 6. Centre Avenue YMCA Boys’ Swim Team, ca. 1940 (Teenie Harris Photographs, 
Carnegie Museum of Art) 

Figure 7. Centre Avenue YMCA lunch counter, c. 1950 (Teenie Harris Photographs, Carnegie 
Museum of Art) 

Figure 8. Poster for lecture held at the Centre Avenue YMCA in 1935 under the auspices of 
the League of Struggle for Negro Rights (Communist Collection of A.E. Forbes, University 
of Pittsburgh) 

Figure 9. East Liberty YMCA, now ACE Hotel (Explore East Liberty) 

Figure 10. Lawrenceville YMCA, now Butler Street Lofts (Angelique Bamberg) 

Figure 11. Allegheny YMCA (Google Street View 2020) 

Figure 12. Young Men’s and Women’s Hebrew Association, now Bellefield Hall of the 
University of Pittsburgh (Wikipedia) 

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement:  This information is being collected for nominations to the National Register of Historic 
Places to nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings.  Response 
to this request is required to obtain a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460 
et seq.). We may not conduct or sponsor and you are not required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a 
currently valid OMB control number. 
Estimated Burden Statement:  Public reporting burden for each response using this form is estimated to be between the Tier 1 and 
Tier 4 levels with the estimate of the time for each tier as follows: 

Tier 1 – 60-100 hours 
Tier 2 – 120 hours 
Tier 3 – 230 hours 
Tier 4 – 280 hours 

The above estimates include time for reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and preparing and transmitting 
nominations. Send comments regarding these estimates or any other aspect of the requirement(s) to the Service Information 
Collection Clearance Officer, National Park Service, 1201 Oakridge Drive Fort Collins, CO 80525.
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